
Village Green Environmental Studies School Uniform Dress Code 

 

 

Student: ________________________________Teacher: _______________________________ 

HAIR:  
_____Appropriate, natural,  well groomed hair 
 

SHIRTS:  
_____Solid color polo w/ sleeves, logo no larger than ½ dollar 
_____Shirts must be tucked in 
_____VGESS spirit shirt worn on Friday’s only 
 

POLO DRESS: 
_____Any solid color polo dress w/sleeves, logo no larger than ½ dollar 
_____Knee length  
 

PANTS/JUMPER: 
_____Uniform style (no cargo pockets) 
_____Solid color (navy blue, khaki or black) 
 

SHORTS/SKORTS: 
_____Uniform Bermuda style (no cargo pockets) 
_____Solid color (navy blue, khaki or black) 
 

BELTS: 
_____Plain, solid colored belt in navy, brown, black or khaki 
_____Buckle no larger than 2” 
 

SHOES/SOCKS: 
_____Closed toe 
_____No heeled shoes  
_____Tennis shoes must be properly ed 
_____Solid color socks or ghts 
_____Tights/leggings worn under clothes, not as pants 
 

JACKETS: 
_____Any solid color jacket/sweater/sweatshirt 
_____No hoods 
 

JEANS/JEAN SHORTS: 
_____Standard, plain tradi onal  full length blue jeans 
_____No cargo or carpenter style jeans 
_____No embellishments, decora ons, rips, frays or cut offs 
_____Jean shorts (Bermuda length, no cargo pockets) 
 

PARENT SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________ 

VGE0020 

Viola ons of the Dress Code 
Policy; 

______ 1st VIOLATION:                 
Verbal warning/slip home 

______ 2nd VIOLATION:               
Parent phone call/slip home 

______ 3rd VIOLATION:             
Parent conference 

______ 4th VIOLATION:            
Discipline referral  
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